Pfizer’s New Pill Is Designed To Kill You
Reproducible virology fraud producing identical results. Death.
1-2-22
Pfizer’s Covid pill regiment – Paxlovid – consists of a mix of two drugs – one being nirmatrelvir, which is meant
to stop the SARS-CoV-2 virus from replicating, and the second, ritonavir, is an agent that acts to prolong the
duration of the first.
Anti viral hospital track record:
-“Trends in hospital deaths among human immunodeficiency virus
patients during the antiretroviral therapy era, 1995 to 2011” -Journal of
Hospital Medicine Volume 10, Issue 9, pages 608–614, September 2015(“CONCLUSIONS: Non-AIDS deaths increased significantly during the ART era and are now the most common
cause of in-hospital deaths”)
I expect in hospital deaths to skyrocket back up to 80% as they were in early 2020 when hospitals and nursing
homes were the killing fields…. pre injection that is.
In 1991 Anthony Fauci proved that the “HIV” phenomena could be inhibited by antioxidants.
(Kalebic T, Kinter A, Poli G, Anderson ME, Meister A, Fauci AS. Suppression of human immunodeficieny virus
expression in chronically infected monocytic cells by glutathione,
glutathione ester, and N-acetylcysteine. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 1991;88:986-990).
Why did Anthony Fauci, his cohorts, colleagues and others continue to fund and/or research harmful injections
and drugs when he/they knew that every ‘virus’ aka cellular debris’ could be rendered harmless or become more
deadly with the addition of various intoxicants?
Actually it’s not even the case that the ‘virus’ is inhibited (the effect is rendered harmless) as glutathione is a master detox molecule and cysteine is a precursor for glutathione production. Anti oxidants prevent oxidative stress
so without a toxin and/or starvation there would be no ‘virus’, classified as a non living thing aka cellular debris.
Cellular debris aka ‘virus’ would also be cleared quite easily producing no cytotoxic effect with the production of
natural interferon (un-denatured mammal milk or whey products) introducing autophagy.
Virology is re-producible fraud initiated by starvation of cells and introduction of intoxicants. Today, with the
addition of common yeast this toxic/cell starvation effect can produce a computer simulated genetic sequence
model identical to SARS and other computer simulated models for ‘virology’.
This ‘dead’ material/cellular debris would normally be phaged or autophaged (digested) in a normal person by
macrophage activation and/or removal of the intoxicants to prevent a cytotoxic effect and cascade. Macrophage
activation is harmless and a normal part of cellular repair and renewal.

Virology is re-producible fraud.

The CDC, NIH, NIAID, FDA, AMA, UN, WHO and all other Govt. agencies, regulatory bodies and religious institutions in the world fund or promote health fraud and felony.
CDC No Longer Recognizes the PCR Test As a Valid Method for Detecting
“Confirmed Covid-19 Cases”
As of January 1, 2022, the CDC in a request to the FDA withdraws it’s endorsement of the RT-PCR test.
The CDC acknowledges that the PCR test does not effectively differentiate
between Covid-19 and Seasonal Influenza.
Amply documented and analyzed by numerous scientists, the RT-PCR test
does not detect or identify SARS-CoV-2 and its variants.

Stepwise treatment of purified serum Gc protein with immobilized B-galactosidase and sialidase generates probably the most potent MAF (macrophage activating factor) (termed GcMAF) ever discoverd that produces no
side effect in humans.
Dr. Nobuto Yamamoto Associate professor at Gifu Medical School, Japan until 1959. Visiting scientist in the
Microbiology Group at the Institute for Cancer Research (Fox Cancer Center), Philadelphia, PA, from 1959 to
1961; studied the genetic evolution of bacterial viruses. Faculty at Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, as Head
of Virology and Genetics of the Fels Cancer Research Institute where he served until 1980. Appointed professor
of Microbiology and Immunology at Hahnemann University School of Medicine, where he continued to study
viral evolution and revived his graduate study of immunology from 35 years before. His immunological studies
emphasized mechanism of macrophage activation and discovered GcMAF. When Dr. Yamamoto retired from
Hahnemann University in 1990, he returned to Temple University Medical School as a Research Professor of
Biochemistry. There he studied the tumoricidal capacity of macrophages activated by GcMAF and cancer therapy with GcMAF. In 1994 Dr. Yamamoto became the founder and director of the Socrates Institute for Therapeutic Immunology.
The 2016 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine has been awarded to Yoshinori Ohsumi for his discoveries of
mechanisms for autophagy — a fundamental process for degrading and recycling cellular components.
Thanks to Ohsumi and others following in his footsteps, we now know that autophagy controls important physiological functions where cellular components need to be degraded and recycled. Autophagy can rapidly provide
fuel for energy and building blocks for renewal of cellular components, and is therefore essential for the cellular
response to starvation and other types of stress. Autophagy can eliminate intracellular debris. Autophagy contributes to embryo development and cell differentiation. Cells also use autophagy to eliminate damaged proteins
and organelles, a quality control mechanism that is critical for counteracting the negative consequences of aging.
Disrupted autophagy has been linked to Parkinson’s disease, type 2 diabetes and other disorders that appear in
the elderly.

Health Winning Science
A dysfunctional autophagic mechanism leads to chronic intestinal inﬂammation in IBD. IBD is not just leaky gut
* Intestinal barrier loss alone is insufficient to initiate disease (IBD).
Currently available treatments which target the systemic immune system, induce immunosuppression, thereby
exposing the patient to the risk of infections and malignancy. The interplay between the gut and the systemic
immune system determines the final effect on target organs, including the bowel mucosa. ….. an altered systemic
immune response leads to inflammation-mediated damage to the gut and other organs.
Clinical & Translational Immunology (2016)
The WHO recommends that immunization or treatment be orally administered. (1998, 2006, 2011)

Injections, Intoxicants And Poisons Are For Losers And Dead People
About MRNA Injections (all)
Known adverse events and damage which can not be reversed due to genetic editing mechanisms of action:
blood cell changes – clotting or bleeding
immune system exhaustion (AIDS)
production foreign proteins
neurological damage
multiplication of cells beyond the ability to self regulate or repair – chromosome damage/aneuploidy/cancer
uncontrolled inflammatory response syndromes
genetic damage
infertility
heart damage
multiple organ damage
According to experts most damage is genetic in nature.

